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Each.individu~l~

Early in the Nineteenth Century there occurred a change
in the literary artist's perception of what conditions and
what actions constitute good and evil.

This changed percep-

tion was a great factor in the development of literature and
thinking of that century, and the effects can be traced into
our own century.

The change accompanied and was an integral

part of a general change in the perception of the role of man
in the universe.

The emphasis on man's role in society was

overshadowed by a growing belief in man's value as an individual and a concern with individual needs and freedom.

This

concern with individual liberty, born and fostered in the
Nineteenth Century, was no doubt the child engendered in the
Eighteenth Century by Jean Jacques Rousseau.
the cause of

h~man

Rousseau crusaded

rights and advocated that the individual

escape the influence of corrupting society to the freedom of
nature where the inherent goodness of the individual could
flourish.

After overcoming the inertia caused by the neces-

sary displacement of accepted ideas, Rousseau's belief in the
individual became a trend which had tangible results in the
French Revolution beginning in 1792, and was evident in the
Romantic Revolt in England.

It is

indicati~e

that Lord Byron,

who took up the crusade for individual liberty, was born in
1788--exactly ten years after the death of Rousseau, when Rousseau's ideas had reached a degree of general popularity.
The English Romantics took much of Rousseau's philosophy
~hole

fabric.

Individual freedom, as I have pointed out, was

the

corr~non

basis for the

develop.~ent

of other elements.

An

aspect of freedom was sensuality and freedom to do as the
passions dictated.

Rousseau himself says:

I have very ardent passions. • • and ~hen I am excited by them nothing eq~~ls my impetuosity. I no
longer know either caution, respect, ~e~r or propriety. I am shQmeless, violent, cynical, intrepid;
there is no danger or shame which restrains me. In
comparison with the only object which occ~pies me,
the entire universe disappears before me.i
He goes on to explain that passion is a spontaneously good
reaction. 2

li'or there to be freedom there must be the ~on

taneous re&ction of the individual instead of coded, learned
social behavior.

Like Rousseau, the English Romantic Rebels,

Byron and Shelley, rejected social values in favor of personal
valmes.

Th~s

they rejected the establishment while profes-

sing an aristocratic conception of the individual and belief
in individual virtue.

However, the British Romantics injected

their own style to their advocacy of individual liberty.

In

taking his stand for freedom the f.omantic figure assumed a
Promethian stance--saying in effect that the forces of the
universe and of society were
bellion

ag~inst

powe~

and that he was in re-

society and the universe.

cepted that the universe

good

~align,

~as

Since it was ac-

1n the control of a supposedly

and society in general claimed allegiance with

lwadad Iskander Ajami, ttRousseau. & Byron," The Amel'"ican
Book Collector, Vol. XII, No. x, (Summer, 1962), p. ~9.

-

2Ibid., p. 29.

that

po~er.

called God, the rtomantic Rebel declared his al-

legiance with the power which opposed both God and society-i. e., Satan.

Hence, we can observe what can be called the

descent into the demonic, or the for.nation of a

school

s~t~nic

ot literature.
What heretofore·· had been considered evil was welcomed
as good.

The Romantic Rebels denied the existence of God or

eJ,se shook their .fists at Him.
a regular

ant~go~· :ifl-e

trhe interest in self became

!.oi;,ard society.

Death became an escape

from the tyranny of society and the universe •nd thus good.
Overt rebellion bedame a virtue in
s~tCinic

~omantic

characters

qualities became subject to exploration.

~nd

One of the

moat obvious examples, of satanic characters in Nineteenth

Century novels is Heathcliff in Emily Bronte's
Heights.

~utherin~

Heathcliff is the archetypal stormy; pQssionate,

brooding hero in rebellion.

The haturalistic novels of Hardy

also employ heros and heroines, such as Eustacia Vye, who
challange fate in

~

..J..

chaotic, possibly

~align

universe.

How-

~

ever the values of good and evil were not

the e&rly Romantic Rebels;

t~mpered

it was the conditions which

could be.labeled good or evil that changed labels.
and racks could not be made desireable.
sexual fulfillment 01.1ts!do

or

Dungeons

On the 9ther hand,

m•rriage t even tho·.lgh morally

condemned by society may be seen
The change in artistic

with by

~s

good.

aw~renes necessar~.ly

,·'1:

changes the

-4artist's use of symbols and archetypes:
The serpent, because of its role in the garden of
Eden story, uaaally belongs on the sinister side
of our c•talogue in Western-literature; the revol.itionary sympathies of Shelley impel hirn to
use an innocent seruent in The Revolt of Islam.
Or a free and equal.society may be symbo!ized by

a band of robbers, pir.ates, or gypsies; or tr'1e >· ·
love may be symbolized by the trit.L~ph of an:.'.adul- ·

terous liaison over marriage. • •• or an incestuous one, QS in many aomantics.3

Because the artist identifies with· the 5&tanic or side in rebellion he uses archetypes common to us in their reverse sense.
If we come across a
with

.~t;,\t.anic

ary heritage.
QS

in a work \'Je usually associate it

sn~ke

evil, because it is part

or

our symbolic, liter-

However, to use tJ.1e serpent in a good sense,

does Shelley, changes the symbolic interpretation we give

the serpent.

Since we cannot link the serpent in 'r.he Revolt

or Islam to evil, we must change oar perception of good and
evil.

The serpent is eternally linked to S«tan in the seduc-

tion of Eve in Genesis;

the fact that the serpent may be a

good symbol elevates Satan from a position of pure evil to
one

or

possible good.

Certainly, mants fascination with evil goes back before
recorded

his~':>ry

and shows 1,1p periodically as it does in the

Fifteenth and 3ixteenth Century paintings of Hieronymus Bosch
and Pieter Brueghel.

Both painters attempt to show the fas-,

cin'1.tion of the occult and

or

evil;

perhaps the best example

is Bosch's depiction of hell in "Garden of Earthly

Delights.~

3Northrop._F'rye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton, Prince-.
tori Univeraty,Pr-ess, 19,7), p. 157.

-5However. the synthesis of the

ide~l

of hum«n

l~berty

and its

expression in modes hitherto considered demonic was the contribution of the Nineteenth Cent11ry Romantic Rebels.

l1lhereas

Bosch depicted man's state of helplessness before demonic
forces, the Romantic Hebels advocated the participation in

taboo practices for the expression and fulfillment of the

individuu.
In his personal life Byron himself habitually violated
social taboo but gener.ally restricted his overt action to
t\

,.

flauting sexual convention.

His nimerous affairs, especially

his incestuous lisJson with his half-sister Augusta Leigh,
ended finally in his expulsion from his social circle Qnd in

self-imposed exile from Engla.nd.

In his marriage to Anna-

bella Milb•nke he let himself be ruled by his passions, letting the smallest irritation drive him into fits of violence,
leading his

~ife

and her family to believe him insane. and

resulting in their separ•tion.

In his

work,thoug~

Byron

moulded his natural inclinations into an organic demonic
philosophy.

For Byron:

• • • "Satanism" is not an element of evil in the
Romantic Hero, but rather a beneficial ingredient.
This occurs because t.o solve the problem which Byron,
conciously or unconciously, set out to solve durinp :.
the spring and summer of 1$16, that of finding a ~- · ~·· ·
heroic character which would satisfy not only his o~n
spiritual needs but those of his age, he had fin,lly
to merge poetically two different but analagous notions
which by bis t.ime were thoroughly assimilated. i, \., . ''+
Romantic mentality. The first Wtis the principle of
sublimity and its implications, the second, the princj..ple Of defi~nce, Dut this merger took place in 'the

''

-6context of an effort to redefine "good" by rede~
fining "evil." \·:hat liyron conceived of as evil-in gener~l. whatever drives man away from a
totality of self--his hero, Manfred, resists
successf\1lly. I+
Manfred, a verse play by Byron, t-kes the fully assimilated
:nythological structure of .i'¥1ilton' s Satan as the framework

for its protagonist.

That is, the

ch&r~cter

of Manfred is

based on the chelracter of ;:)atan witho;1t transference of spe-

cific plot detail from Milton's to Byron•s work.

The plot

revolves around Manfred's former incestuous relationshio. wtth
~

his sister which ended in her death, and involves Manfred's
attempts to either recall his sister from the desd or to join
her in death.
~s

a release

Here

~e

£~~.the

is punished in life,
fi~nce

see the Romantic

inclin~tion

afflictions of life.

to death.

Although Manfred

bis majesty is derived from his de-

of the order or the universe as represented, by vari-

ous spirits.

Hin power is

de~onatrated

by his brief suc-

cess· in actuall• recalling his sister and persuading her

to speak "hen the spirits £ailed.

Even in his own death

he sustains his integrity and defiance by the self-possession ot his soul instead of giving it

which confronts him.
fred 1 s

s~blimity

~.ip

to the evil spirit

He is thus morally victorious.

M•n-

lies in his defiance of the universal order;

this defiance labels him as

·~~tanic

and, therefore he -'is

4Kenneth Allen Bruffee, "Satan and the Sublime:

The

Meaning of the .tt.omantic Hero,'' Dissertation Abstracts t Vol.

XXVI (1965), p. 2203.

-7&~tanically

sublime.

In Byron's Cain we can most readily perceive the reversal of good and evil in the conception of the artist.

The

evil son of Adam and Eve in Genesis becomes the hero of this

verse pl1i1.y.

From the beginning '-'a.in is in rebellion against

God "nd God's order imposed upon him.
he stands in sullen
wife/sister pray.

defi~nce ~hile

Even as the play opens

his parents, brother and

He laments his birth that leads only to

death, the necessity of toiling in the fields, a.nd his ex-

clusion from Eden though he had no part in the original sin.
He feels that he has more to be angry with God for than to
be grateful for.

When Satan appears to tempt him, he readily

follows in order to learn intellectually what is not granted
by God.

R. W. Babcock says of Satan that:

'Scott has well pointed o'1t the magnificehce and
subtlety of Lucifer. As in Stevenson's Markheim
he represents "the Visitor"--this time of purely
negative sort--battling ~ith the other side of
Cain's mind: evil versus good. Ana here the
champion of evil wins. But how much of this victory, I should ask, is due, not to the specious
arguments of the metaphysician, but to the grandeur of his concluding pae•n of revolt:
"Nol by Heaven, which He
Holds, and the abyss, and the immensity
Of worlds and life, which I hold with him--Nol
I have a victor--true; but no superior.
Homage he has from all--but none from m~ • • • • "5
We see in Satcn•s speech the Romantic stance of defiance
against God's •uthority.

However, Babcock misinterprets

5R. W. Babcock, "The Inception and'Reception of Byron's
South Atlantic Qu-.rterly, Vol .. XXVI ( 1927'), 186.

!~C!:i!!', n

-$-

Satan's role in the dr.:i.ma.

By his ovm words SG<tan, though

he tempts, tempts with truths.

...hus, as bringer of truth,

he becomes a figtlre of good in the tomantic view.

God takes

on the aspect of a tyrant and ...iatan takes the aspect of a
deliverer:
Lucifer prefers torment to !'the smooth agonies o.f
adulation. in hymns and harpings, and self-seek-

ing prayers.«

This .1...1;.icifer is no devil.

He says

of himself;
ttwho covets evil
For its O\m sa.ke?--None-- rsiclnothingl tis
The leaven of all life, analffelessness."
Nor le he -. ~vtephistopheles. Except. for one faint

jest, he is sevetely earnest. Not This Lucifer
is really the bringer of light. • • the proud and
defiant spirit of criticism, the best friend of man,
overthrown because he would not cringe or lie,
but inflexible , because, like his enemy, he is
etern&;:l. He is the :;pirit of freedom. B'..lt it is
signific<'.nt that what he represents is not the frank,
open struggle for liberty, bµt the feeling which inspires gloomy conspir~tors, who seek their aim by
forbidden ways • • • • b
Also, Satan does not Gonvert C•lin--i,;ain is a.lre .. dy in rebel-·

lian--Satan only gives Gain the proof for
felt to be true.

Th:.is

Hyro~

wh~t

Cain alroady

does not negate or confusa the

q.J.c:.lities of good .u.nd evil, as seen in Lucifers speech, but
r~ther

attaches the two

l~bels

to circumstances unaccustomed

to receive them in the manner in \·:hich 'they do. Satan, though}t
he retains his· aura of defiance, is anything bµt an evil char, •J

acter.
\'1hen

His powers of persuasion are based on truth and logic;

C~in

asks the obvious question of whether Sat;;.n and his

6aeorge br~ndes, ·rt.fain Carrents in Nineteenth Century
Literature (New York: '£he MacMillan· vomp.,ny, 1905)', Vol.
IV, p. 315.

-9host are happy in hell, Satan replies by asking Cain if he
is happy even though not in hell--a reply which can only

support Satan's Clase.
In

release.

~

we again see the desirfA.pility cif death as a

Although

~yron

did not add the speech to the play

he wrote in one of his notebooks:
Thought for a speech of Lucifer, in the tragedy
of Cain: ·
"Vlere1!eath an:, evil, would I let thee live?
Foolt Live as'I'""II'Ve--as thy father lives;
And thy son's sons shall live for evermore."?
Previous to this

declar~tion,

Cain had feared death.

Yet

Satan relates that life does not end in death except in a
physic~l

sense;

and in his superior wisdom he realizes that

death is a st.ate more to be destred. than that of a life of
torment.

He is criticizing Cain here for his narrow view

of life and death,.saying that death, if it existed, would.
not be evil but good.

Satan, taking the role of the wise

teacher, expresses the nom•ntic view to Cain, his student.
It is strange that this speech is not included in the

dram~

since it expresses .the nomantic idealization of death so
forthrightly.

In any case, we see

play itself, the

~omantic

her~

and throughuut the

desire to escape the miofortunes

of this world through death.
When Cain, in his desire to have eternal life in a
physical sense, complains that

no~hing

was gained from pick-

ing the apple from the Tree of Knovdedge and regrets that
his parents did not choose the fruit of eternal life first,

7Habcock, p. 178.

-10-

Satan s,ays:

One good gift has the fatal apple given,-Your _reasonf--let it not be overswayed
iiy tyrannous threats to force you into faith
'Gainst all external sense and inward feeline • • • • a
Byron, then, linked mant s will and reason with his senses";and
his feelings, i.e. his passionate na~ure.

was advocating the willful

accept~nce

In doing so, he

of, and action in aqi

cordance with the p•ssions, •nd thus the willful participation in what had been l•beled a S•tanic

~rea.

'£he Ninet.eenth Century Byron owed much to the Eighteenth

Century.

He·was:

• • • born opportunely. ihe Eighteenth Century
left the weight of its metaphysical negations,
the sarcasm of Voltaire, the scepticism of the
Encyclopedists, the lyricism of Rousseau, the
sadness of Young, .and the philosophical anxiety
of Goethe for the Nineteenth Century to bear. It
~•s Byron who g~thered this heritage • • • • 9

'ro Rousseau he

o\'.es the concern with the passions, con-

al~o

cern with the.importance of the individual ego, and the love
of self rather than love proper.10

Almost needless to say,

he owes to Rousseau the most important element of desire for
personal liberty.

Nevertheless, it was Byron's contribution

to synthesize all these elements into.•n organic philosophy

centered by the concept of the virtue.of willful action according to the diet.ates of passion linked with reo.son--even
though that action shoi.lld transgress into the accepted con-

8oeorge Gordon, Lord ~yron, Cain, in The Works of Lord
Vol. V, ed. by Ernest H&rtley_Coleridge {New York,
Cnaries Scribnc~s Sons, 1905}, p. 25b.

~.

9Ajami, p. 32.

lOrbid., p. 2$.

-11-

cepts of the d-3monic.and: involve rebellion against the dogma.
of existing institutions.
champion

~f

"During his life, Byron, the

liberty, declared a blood w-.r on '.£fil'.!l pol•iti-

cal, ~social, ~ religious.'«11
helped to crystalize the

Byron exhibited and

beliefs in death as re-

~omantic

le•se; defiance and rebellion; the

se~rch

for truth end

fulfilment through the passions, senses, re.:·son and will
rnther

th~n

through faith--even in the f•ce of torment or

the destruction of formerly accepted values.

He snates

that:
The grei;.t object of life is sens•tion:
we exist even though in pain.12

to feel that

The implication is that to live in rebellion and pursue the
demonic does not bring happiness

necess~rily.

On the con-

trCJ.ry, it often causes the individual to live in pain.
ever, the individ!.lal,

thougg:'.~'he

How-

might live in pain {-which

was part of the romantic pooe) would have the concolation
of intellectual knowledge antl especially fulfilment of his
total being.

Percy "ysshe Shelley,

~yrons

peer,

p~ralleled ~uch

of

Byron's concern with rebellion and the existence of good
in ideas and actions previously considered snta.nic.

is not to

s~y th~t

This

there was any plag@rism of thought, but

rather that the ideas were in the liter&ry conciousness .of
the time to be assimilated and organized by anyone a\vare of
llibid., p. 2S.
12rbid., p. 26.

-12-

the prevailing currents.

Early in his boyhood, Shelley demon-

strated an inclination for rebellion:
His first works were long, melodious, but,
unf~rtunately, formless poems, which are in
their essence protests against kings and priests,
against the religions which "people the earth tlith
fiends, hell with men, and heaven with slaves,"
against the injustice of governments and the servility of the administrators of the law, against
compulsory marriages, against the exclu.sion of
women from free corn~etition in bread-winning
occupations. • • .1
.
Both Shelley abd •·.tary Wollstonecraft Godwin, his second wife,
believod in and pr&cticed

fr~e

love.

The fact that they

beciiJme married was due, as is usual, to practical considerations.

Their belief was mainly an idealistic precept that true love
should be so binding as to make the form of civil or religiou~

ceremony superfluous,

The actual

parfor~anco

of a

frae love union was to b!vthe accomplishment of a later more

perfect age.

Curiously, it is Shelley who receives the title

of -che .founder of a f3~tu.nic f;;Chool.14

Perhaps it is b~cau.ie

he is rnore _literal in his a·ffirmation. of Satan:
Milton'.·s Devil as a moral being is as far superior
to his God, as one who perseveres in so~e purpose

which he has conceived to be excellent, in spite
of adversity and torture, is to ona who in the
cold security of undoubted triumph inflicts the
most horrible revenge upon his enemy,--not from any
mistaken notion of bringing him to repent of a
perseverance in enmity, but with the open and alleged dcs.t~.n of exasperating him to deserve new
torments. i;J

13Brandes, p. 214.

-

14rbid., p. 212.

15Percy Bysshe Shelley, "On the Devil, and Devils,"
in The Complete Works of Percy Bysshe Shelly, ed., by Roger
Ingptn and ):•lter E. Peck, Vol. VII, (New,::Yonkj' .:'Gordian Pres~
19650' p. 9 •

-lJIn ''The Revolt of Isla mtt Satan is portrayed •s

tt.

tic yet most mild, calm yet compassionate. ,,16

These two

•

•

Majes-

views of Satan comment adequately on Shelley's unconventional
view of.' what is to be labeled good and -what evil.

'the value

of our archetyp•l symbol for all evil--the embodiment of
evil--is reversed 1 thus changing

Ollr

ri>erce?tion of the values

of good Qnd evil, and signaling Shelley' a intent to designate good and Er1ril values in unconventionlil.l ways.
Byron's Lucifer in Cain, Shelley d i'd: n ':lt

~Hv~k

Ijike

evil for evil ts

a.alee, but hoped to gain from partic.ipation in "evil" \':hich
hatl merely been
~helley

misln.b~led

and t-:(:s really good.

uas a mo1"alist before anything <.1loe.

'"
pu1·poee ,,.vo re.JI.om
t h e w,.,rld •

the

h~~~ft

Wi.11

tt.$ oppos-~d

~.1
.~

In feet,
It was hi:l

s ·oe_., ...4 ~"'.t' ..•.n t""
""a power o r

'to the v!rtue

ot faith

in Ood

le«d him to believe that mankind had only to will thnt there
be no evil and there would be none.17
~ill

in ·the

However, the belief

as opposed to f1.1ith'}s often held by the reli_\

giol.ls establishment as a condition of ovil in ! tself.

Shel-

ley's concern is not only with the conditions for [;ood and

evil per se, but also with their relationship to the
hero.

roma...~tic

This relationship is best observed in his verse play

16carlos Baker,
a Vision (Princeton,

?i+.

17

.
l.!?J&.,

p. 114.

' p.

-14Prometheus Unbound.
Like the Greek version of

.Prometheu~

Bound· , by

Aeschylu~

'Shelley's version deals with the p·1nishment of the Titan,

Prometheus, who stole fire from the gods '.·and gave it to man,
incarring thus the wi-·ath of the gods.

The resulting punish-

ment was in the form of i;nprisonrnent by being

ch~ined

in the

open to a :cocky mountainside for a great. length of time--ten
thousand years in the play
in Shelley's.

of Aeschyll..ls •m<i three thousand

'fhe real difference between the two, though,

is that the scheme of v•lues is altered somewhat in Shelley'' s

version, as co.ild be expected:
The matter of haughtiness is so

g~edtly

developed in

Athenian drama as to seem almost peculiar to it.
Shelley. • • prefers to concentra~e upon the theme
of the .stealing of the fire.18

Haughtiness or, pride, the major sin of Aeschylus' Prometheus,
is certainly a part of the character of the romantic hero.
Nevertheless, in concentrating on the actual

ste~ling

of

the fire by Prometheus, Shelley made him a rebel not only
in self-conception, but also in action--action which achieved
a good result for man.

Prometheu~then,

is symbolic of the

individual who flaunts authority •md "sins'' to bring •bout
a good result, and thus is well chosen subject matter for
Shelley.

His action is also representative of the rebel-

lious, satanic desire to know.by the intellect what cannot
be known by faith.

F'ire, once surround by .superstition,

18Bennett_Weave~~ "Prometheus Bound and Prometheus
(192+9), p. 124.
-

!Jnboun~" PMLA, Vol. LAIV

-15has become one of our symbols for

intl:."~llectua.l

knowledge,

and further enriches .md adds :neaning to the drama 2 fitting

well into the context of Shelley's interpretation of the
story.
In Prometheus Unbound, we obccrve once again the rom!i1.ntic

hero persecuted by •n external and b4itsically tyrannical order.

Since the order is the order of the gods, then to cross

or reject the values of the order is to commit a sin, «lnd
the individual is labeled

the~efore

evil by the evil order.

We know, though, that the order is basically evil while
Pro~etheus

Shelley's

is basically good, and this fact attests to
s~ccees

in reversing the code of values.

Aeschylus version of Prometheus Bo1..l.nd,

in his justness

oversh~dowing

J11pitc~r

In

is portrayed

his vengefulness;

we sympath-

ize with Pro!tlet.he-us b.lt we realize that he has sinned .and
m~st

accept the verdict of the gods.

In Shelleyts Promethe-

1s Uabo11nd, we do not recognize that Prometheus has sinned,
but that he has done good.

His ttsin'' is fo.mded only in

his rebellion--not in his having done something intrinsical-

ly evil.

Jupiter, in Shelley's

dra~a,

symbolizes the evil

of imposed tyranny, especiully that of God.

fied by

pQr~llels

with Milton's

5a~an

(here

He is identi~sed

in the

conventional sense to effect the inversion of Jupiter's
character f·ro;n good to evil) .19

19Ba.kert p. 98.

The vicio.isness of th~

-16-

Furies, as agents of the order, further illustrate its evil.
Bennett

~eaver

states that:

In a work bf Shelley it may be expected that even so
despicable a. creature as Hercury should respond to
the goodness of the Titan, but how little he really understands Prometheus is suggested by the
leering line:
·
"If thou might' st dwell among the Gods the while
Lapped in volupt'.lous joy?n2o
In the excerpt,

!~ercury

is metamorphosed into the character

of Satan o.nd Prometheus takes 01 the chRracter of Christ in

the Biblical episode of the temptations.

'fhe accepted roles

of gods and men are shO\>Jn again in a reversed sense;

the

gods take an evil satanic aspect and the man, in his satanic
or sinful, rebellious role, takes the aspect of Christ or
God.in the good: sense of the words.
The re•son for Prometheus' temptation by Mercury is
that Jupiter wants to know which of his sons is going to
Usurp his rule.

Promethe~s

1n1' ·::·mation.

refu~ing

In

is the possesor of this desired

to yiP.ld the information in order ·t:>

escape his misery, Prometheus demonstrates another rebellious
tr~•i

(;--the attitude of def lance.

He will in no way compromisa

himself in order to attain freedom ·in subjection.-· His

is~:. the

atolidity of one.who_ancepts his own innocence as he accepts
his fate, and will not give in to his oppressors.

And Shel-

ley vindicate$ Prometheus in his rebell_ion: ·

• • • he oresents tha torture of the Furies, the

~estruction of Jupiter, and the rele~se 'of Pro-

20weaver, p. lJO.

-17metheus, which things ware impossible to his
pradecessor.21
-that is, Aeschylus.

Thus Prometheus, the individual in

rebellion against the establishment and the subverter of
metaphy~ical

authority (the satanic role), is given victory

in the end.

In Prometheus Unbound, Shelley symbolically

defends the rights of the individual against the tyranny
of the met.nphysical entity.

His romantic hero successfully

defies the limitations imposed upon him i?.s Shelley would

have all men do--live as freely as possible and reject the
restricting regulations of society and God; i.e., to p•.rtiPute in the demonic if

benefici~l

elements have been l2beled

f.ihus.
Since the concern with

individu~l

liberty crossed the

llfo&lish Channel from Eighteenth Cent1.iry France to llinetcenth

Century

Engl~nd,

it would be surprising for the British

vari01.t-ion to remain a ·wholly "'ritish form.

hs it happened,

.the British synthesis of individu$.l freedom and the attainment of it through participation

France.

True,

ir~

the demonic returned to

Ch~.rles B~udelaire WiilS

more ftitalistic thrin

eithe:c byron oi... i:.helley, but it is not unusui.l for a liter-

ary movt:men.t like this one, with the theme of the inversion
o.f gocd &.nd evil, to ~ ve -. reactive influence in which the

original thesis is plastic rather than static.
2lweaver, p. 121.

Baudel~ire

-18was.:·attracted

by evil but at· the same time was horrified

Just as he confused the senses in his poetry, speak-

by it.

ing of smells that are heard and sounds that are seen, he
confused attraction and repulsion by images that both -ttract
in their sensuality &nd repulse the reader in horror:

'And I will give thee, my dark one,
Kisses ~s icy as the moon,
Caresses as of snakes that cra:wl

In circles round a cist6rn's wall. • • • 22

T.hough he

monic as

w~s
wer~

not

~

concerned with free:dom through the de-

Dyron, Shelley

~nd

his own follower in French

symbolism, ni~1b&ud, Bandclaire is important for his concern

with the questionGable nature of good and Enrll and his role

as foinder of the French Symbolist school of poetry.
Do.udelaire' s n<Aturc was u. strant;ely

du~l

one.

He was

h1V'l'\<;,e..\t-

cont inu.ully

committ~ng"to

and th·~E rec.:~ntinR.

the demonic side of human nature

In "Prayer" from "I'he L:i.tanles of Seitan''

he su.ys:
Glo17 and praise to thee, Sc, tan, in the :nost high,

Where thou dids't reign;

and in, deep hell•s obscurity,

lf::ere, mun~.clcd, thou br~occ!3t longt · 0 silent power,
Grant that my soul be near to thee in thy great hour,
i\hen, ,like a living 1'omplc, victorious bough on bough,
Shall rise the Tree of Knowledge, whose roots are i~
thy bro,11 3

.\.

He!'e we seo tb.8 f.-,.scin<i.l:t.ion o:f' evil linked with the idea that

intellectll.al kn·JV1ledt/J is rel.::ted intricutel~, to sin.

On

the ot.,he.r- hand, in .;.n excerpt .fron ''At 2(idnight, '' he rever-

22charles Baudeleiire, "The Revenant," in Flowers of

Evil, tr .. by Ge:)rge Jillon and Edna St. Vincent ~.111iay
{New York, Harper and Brothers Publishers, 1936), p. 111.

2Jsaudelaire, "Prayer,u1p. 121.

-19ses his position:
We ~ave offended Jebus, most
Admir~tle of gods by f~r:
Bven ~s sycophants approve
An~thing to be popular
Or please some vile and powerful lust
(Cre~ture of Satan that we arel)
\'le havo insulted what ue love,
Flattered what we h~ve horror of--24

Hotice that evem in his rcpentc.nce Baude1u.i.re expresses the
attraction to evil.

Both these

~xcerpts

&:.:·e from The

Flo~ors

of Evil, -. collection ,,'i'hoce name indicate duality of Baudela.ire's thou.i:ht.

wholesome symbols;

I'lowers

~re

us•1ally

tho~ght

of as good,

yet these flowers are:

• • • flov«ers of do,.iht, fl:)wers of tortui"e,

flowers of grief, flowers of blasphemy, flowers
of wett.kness, flowers of <lis;ust;

ce<"rletery

flowers, fertilized by the ~rdent and wellcared~for ·r1esh;
flowers forced on the sterile
bo~gh of the mind's unblossoming decay.2)
Baudelaire cannot div&rce good from evil.

It.seems that he

desires good but the attraction of evil is too overpowering
to be resisted--and the result is an unhomogenois mixture
af

the two that shows up in his poetry.

In this sense, he

w·as more of a fatalist than Byron or Shelley.

It was his

belief that no matter how much one wants good, evil has a
strength

en~bling

it to pervade any good.

And like the

existentialist he seeks to choose {accept) his fate, resigning himself to the inevitable: "My doom,. henceforward, is
2/+~'At r-1idnight, '' p. 131.

25Millay

(introduc~ion),

p. xxxiii.
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my sole desire • • • • n26

In the final a.n:ilysis:

His concd.entious ex•minations now appeal to C.iod,
now 'Co the .1..)evil. So exacting, so perfect in play:..
ing his part is the latter, that he ceases to

be the enemy -.nd becomes the object of a desol&te
cult.27.

That is to say, he is primarily the

cre~tor

of a· demonic

cult.
Baudelaire's creation of a demonic system, in

m~ny

relates to the development of' his British precursors.

ways

Like

Byron, in his personal life he delved into the forbidden,
living loosely and experimenting with dru.gs.

His attraction/

nepulsion awareness\4.QS perhaps the result of his ase of drugs.
~is

poems resemble DeQuincy's"Confessions of an English Opium

Ji:ater," in which DeQuincy describes this same attraction/repulsion experience.

His whole outlook reflected his rejection

df external values for. the irmer world of dreams and visions.

In his concern ·with the inner world he demonstrates his affirmation of self and selfishness instead of concern for
others,. \lihich is a trait we find in the satanic philosophy

of Byron •. His contGmpt for man's

l•~

is shown in a passage

from "Lesbos":

\·;h.a.t are ment s laws to us, injurious or benign?
?ro<Ad virgins, 8l::>ry of :-,he ASgeanl 'i!e kn.o\·i \Jell
Love,. be it most foredoomed, most desperate, is divine,
And love will a.l..,.,·a.ys l~.·J..;;h ax. heaven c..nd at hell~
\foat are men's la\\·s to us, injurious or benign? 28
26"Lethc," p. 5~
27Je:m Pr:vost, Hf.iaudclu±rean The11es:

Deci.th, Ev:il and
.Love," in ll~.idel~ire, ed •. by Henri Peyre {:.:.nc;lawo~cl Lliffs,

New Jersey, Prentice
-:.o
~u"Lesbos,"

H~ll,

p. 101.

Inc., 1962), p. 173.
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This excerpt reflects not only the rej ,.ction of man's laws

and the

~ffir~ation

of the individual's passion and will,

but also explores another aspect of romantic rebellion.
To be sweetest love must be

fordoo~ed

and desperate.

In

this .iilttitude, rebellion itself against the l•n1s of men

or

gods becomes a thing of plee,sure and the object of :ebellio:.is

activity becomes sweeter than if it were .attained by nonrebellious action:

the forbidden fruit is tha sweetest.

Notice, too, Baudelaire's fata.lism--rebcllion '{Jill cause

doubtlessly desperation--a condition
in most situations.

·a:r

logi~ally

to be avoided

Yet here desperation adds to the joy

attainment·of'the object and th1.is assumes a dual nature

exhibiting .daudelaire' s conf.ision of what constitutes good

and evil.
Daudelairet s abhorance of the fd.thority wielded by God

is Mother trait which links him to the rom&ntic demonic

school.

His vision of God is that of an unreasonable agent

who enforces rigorous and urm•·t.ural lGi..vJS upon r:ian:

Palli:ig abriiptly like a kind of prey from. the sky,
A furious angel seizes the sinner by his hair
Ana says·, "I will te-ch you to beha°\re, do you henr me1 I

Am your good spiritl" And shakes him an~rily in the air.
I will t.each you to be kind--to love, withou.t mu.king
•,face,
The poor, the deformed, the depraved, the uncivil,
the dirty,. the dumb;
That you may help with your charity to prepare a place
Here upon e.::trth for Jesus when he is ready to- come.

"Such is true love--the only virtue that exists,
'l'he o.ply happiness that endures, 'l'ake heed, before
7our heart is completely petrified •nd your senses rot."

-22-

And poundine upon his victim with his colossal fists
In love and in fury, the angel cannot cease to implore-Or the accurs~d one to .:tnswer;

"I will not 1 t129

This poem, "'.Che Iiebel, u appr,)ximates the attitude of .American

naturalist' Stephen Crane J t

5

°A God in vlrath. 11 30

the ttgood spirit!' treats the individual:

~-r:

Ironically'

a vicious wu.y in

the narne of charity, peace and Jesus Christ.

The agent of'

God, then, is portrayed with the qualities of evil, while

the individual persecuted for his natural abhorance of defor~ity

and depravity is vindicated and retains his dignity

in his Promethean refusal to submit to the tyranny of God.
Like Shelley's Promethrus and Byron's Cain, the "sinner" is

apotheosized by his defiance and rebellion in the face of
unsurmountable persecution.
trayed

~natural

and

~he

His horror of deformity is por-

insistence of the angel that he love

iti is portrayed as unreasonable.

Here, as in the works of

Byron and Shelley, the labels of good and evil have changed
position.

The agent of God, conventionally shown with _the

characteristics of goodness, takes the for31 of an evil oppressor, and the sinner is shown in tha light of a defender

of his personal integrity.
29nThe Rebel," p. lJJ.

30Americ~n naturalism is related ta the Romantic Rebellio~
an,d to French Symbolism in its negation of or rebellion agaiust
GQd. Thus Stephen Crane deserves ~ention as did Lnglish
?~t:.iral:ist, 'fhomas Hardy, earlier in the paper.
However,
B.b

pisc.ission. of nat.J.ro.lis:n is beyond the scope of this p_aDer

ecause the inversion of good and evil was not a primary
co:=icern vvith the
:>n them.

natu.r::.i.ll~ts

as auch as it was an infLtence

-23Baudelaire's main contribution to the Satanic School
was his conscious recognition of external and internal ele-

ments which were

labe~ed

evil not only by society and religion,

but also by himself, . but which still presented an attractive

aura to him.

He recognised evil within himself but accepted

it as an integral part of himself:
"L'Irr6m€°diable" shows another voluptuo~s aspect of
evil, another pride: no longer that of independence,
but of lucidity. Yes, I have seen myself, I have gazed
clear-sightedly at all the evil that is in me, and
here I am, God of myself, fully aware of my good and
of my evil • • • • But the Devil appears, and in the
poet's admiration for that character· who P.always 11 tloes
well all that he does" gives a clearer outline to
despair.31
·
.
The demonic elements of voluptuousness (sensuality), independence, and pride are mentioned1 but the main drift of the
statement is Baudelaire's conscious acceptance of evil within
himself and his resulting godhood.

The statement should re-

call to us that the fruit that Eve ate was the knowledge of
·good and evil, and that the temptation
ledge would make man like God.

!choice to know good and evil.

w~s

that this know-

The original sin was the
We also observe here evidence

1

supporting Baudelaire's genuine attraction to evil itself.

Wor Baudelaire the attraction of evil was the stronger of the

two

force~

and knowledge of it becomes a virtue in itself,

for, "The Socratic '·Know thyself, ' basis of all virtues,

here becomes awareness of and consent to evil • • • • rr32
31Prevost, p.17~.
32Ibid., p. 174.

-24Finally, like Byron and Shelley, Baudelaire accepted that
pa:rticipation in evil practices does not necessarily.bring
happiness but is perhaps the only means of fulfilling his
hits individuality.

He says; "• •• I want to choose what

appeals to me, to prefer myself to my happiness."33

The

reveling in the self and ego thus become more important
'
I

than happiness.

Baudelaire differs from

M

•

yron and Shelley

in his confused perception .of good and evil.

Whereas Byron

and Shelley knew that good was good and evil, evil, and
though they attached these labels in unusual ways, Baudelaire
had difficulty in distinguishing between the two·• He could

recognise something as being intrinsically evil but still

be attracted to it in the same way that he would be attracted
ta good.

For this reason he constantly vacillated between

seeking the desired evil and rejection of the satanic to
seek good.

His desperation is caused in part by his inability

ta pin down good and evil conclusively.

The fact that he

could see something as evil and at the same time see it as
good by the merit of its desirablity accounts for the attract~
tion/repulsion feeling we observe throughout his p•etry.

His

Qtlc\

confusion had the good effect of adding tensionAmystery to
his poetic style.

Although Baudelaire was the founder of the

~rench

Sym-

bolist school of poets, the movelllent gained momentum even
after his death.

·.('he movement did retain, th,Jugh, its con-

33~ •. , 174.

I
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-25cern with the theme of the inversion of good and evil.

Arthur

Rimbaud's poetry and personality are representative of lTrench
Symbolism in the latter pa.rt of the Nineteenth Centary.

li.e

was concerned with violent rebellion as expression of his
his choice

or

evil over good.

His poetry is filled with

"fUnereal beauty"md peopled by dancing skeletons. 34

In his

personal nature:
Rimbaud appe~rs as the unsatisfied sens~alist,
the boy who stalks girls along the paths of the
public garden, who lusts after their cool flesh
and rcconstr-ucts in his mind's eye all the contours of their bodies.JS
Rimbaud demonstrated in his work and his action pr&ctically

.all the traits of a romantic rebel.
h~

revele:lin the sensual.

position

of God,

t~blishment,

As seen in the quote

He also hated the unassailable

the contentment of the obese bourgeois es-

and the

instit~tion

of war.

However, his dislike for war was not caused by abhorance
o~

violence, but rather its quality of enslaving the indi-

vidual to the will of the establishment.
and its release in

destr~ctive

Actually, violence

action were part of Rimbaud's

,need for self-expression:

For certain men it is necessary first to act, to
explode and to vit:..1perate, before they can dis-

cover the reasons which pro~pted their deeds and
explosions Qnd vituperations. Rimbaud destroyed
and thereby obeyed the law of his nature. He was
3 Zf A\""

tol'\ c.lo~)

Ar HI'\::. .... ry .t Er-ei'\s-h P0t..ln~ ( n1:..,,, Yo~.k. ) ltl'd" \:)'~I I~ 51 ),Pr 3° s--11 •

.35wallace f'owlie, Rimbaud (New York, New Uirections,

1964), p.106.

another Saint Julian, as described by Flaubert,
whose violences were in reality revolutions of
love, all pre~aring the ultimate love.36
Rimbaud•s violence, though natural and spontaneous, hae several
meanings beyond its existential occurrence,

The word "saint"

recalls the theme of inversion of good and evil, where the
f ollowcr of evil is apotheosized.

destruction of evil;

likewise,

The saints office is the

Rimbau~

as poet and saint,

employed violence to destroy the appearance of good which
was in truth evil.

This result was to be attained through

the confusion of good and evil in poetry and action until
the opposite appearances destroyed themselves and only true
Rimba·u.d<hoped:· to regain

good and true evil could prevail.

the purity of his.childhood--the purity where normative
judgements had no more sophistication than "good
and~~il ~quals

evil."

eq~als

good"

His violence is primarily directed

tol<Jard overturning knowledge to gain true knowledge--to seek
tr.uth through destroying.
Like the English Romantic Rebels much of

Ri~baud's

violence

was directed at God:
The violence in him is the need to spend his energy
and exploit his power. And Christ he apostrophizes
as eternal thief of ener~y.37
.

rhe reason, then, for rlimbaud's violence was his fear of

.

losing his individu.al power or will. - God or Christ, as
dictators of external law, become the suppressors of will.
rherefore; the exercise of Rimbai1d' s will in violence was

36.rbid., p. io6. -.

37Ibid., p. 109.

-27precipitated by the

des~re

ble of negating his will.

to revolt against the power capaAgain Ood has taken the aspect

of a tyrant in the perception of the poet.

Identifying

himself with the negative side of the slate of good and
ev.il, Rimba:id ju.stifiably called his work tthell," for he

conceived of it &s the kingdom forbidden to the living.38
liell, though, is given connotations not usually associated with ·

Wallace Fowlie says of "Bateau Ivrel! or "Drunken Boat"

iti.

that:
If the voyage is the myth of man's dasire and
first impulse, hell represents the place when
he stops from time to time du.ring his voyage.
41?

~

•

·Hell is therefore the arrest during which
man may learn who he is.39

Hell then takes on the characteristics of a highway rest
area of the soul where one ceases to look atl-1the horizon
and looks inward to the heart.

J:ntidealizing::helL

as a

resting place, rlimbaud seemingly has rejected the world of
desire and spontaneous, impulsive action.

Remember though

tnat life and death, as symbols for ......:tion and rest., ,,ccur

at two different times;

the aspect of passion and its ex-

pression in violence and spontaneous action can be the proper reaction at one time and introspection and discovery
of the reason for action can be the proper action of a.later
date.

Nevertheless, the general effect is the feeling that

38!2.!!!•t p. 134.
39~ •• p. 131.

-2SWhen we have.ffiriished

Rimbaud confused good and evil.

reading Rimbaud's poetry we are still unsure of what is
good and what he considers evil.
k\imbaud is in rebellion

~gainst

What we can say is that
God and he advocatv.:.. the

rule of the passions.
The form of Rimbaud's poetry is much like that of his
predecessor, ts Baudelaire.

We see the same reaction of at-

t,raction/repulsion in "The Drunken Boat'1

• • • Dawns make me suffer,
All moons oare vile, all suns are gall to me.
Harsh love has bloated me with drunken torpors.40
He~e

images usually used to convey wholesome ideas are re-

jected as vile.

Still, Rimbaud's

repulsion differs from

conf~sion

~audelaire's

is Rimbaud's si.ngu.la.r experience.

of attraction/

in th.at the reaction
Rimbaud does not seek to

make the reader feet attraction/repusion or to involve the
reader in the poem;

he merely states his own

reactions~

Whereas Baudelaire ·sought to involve the reader, Rimbaud
lets the
tions.

re~der

remain an aloof observer of his own reac-

His confusion of good and evil is even greater than

that of Baudelaire.

However, in his purpose of confusing

good and evil appearances so that only the realities could
remain, he only succeeded in confusing the two more.

One

of his stumbling blocks was his conflicting desires--he be-

lieved in abs.blute good and evil,

yet~

in his passion, re-

40 Arthur Rimbaud, ''The Drunken Boat, " in French Symboljst Poetry, t.r. by c. F. Macintyre (.t>erkeley and Los. Angeles,
Universit;r 0£ California press, 1964), p. 87.

-29belled against the necessary framework for their existence-God, the maker of law.

Like Baudelaire he confused good and

like Byron and Shelley he believed in the existence

ev;il;

ofl absolute good and evil and attached the labels in uncon,

ventional ways.

His failure to extract empirical good and

e...;il can be blar.ied to a great f,xtent on the very impossibility
o~

achieving that goal--that is, the relative nature of good

a~d
J

evil from situation to situation and from society to

society.
Rimbaud, nevertheless, did achieve a personal morality
necessary to s&ve the individual from chaos of personality.

His:
• • obvious violence. • • his revolt against the
Church, against politics, against bourgeoisism,
against love • • • were not his profoundest. They
were masks for his real ferocity 11Jhich was his
vision.41
·~

This vision of himself as an amoral, primitive,

pre~Christian,

seen throughout Une Saison en Enfer (A Season in Hell), gave
Rimbaud a starting
illlage.

poi~t

from which to view himself--a self-

With this self-image Rimbaud

after-the-fact rules of conduct.

WCJS

capable of devising

He could not isolate ~004

and evil, but he did recognise standards (such as partier-:

pation in spontaneous violent action) which he considered
good for .:.imself.

And this discovery of personal .values

1a much of what the Romantic Rebels, Byron and Shelley,
were advocating.

The common belief in absolute good and

· evil, the emphasis on personal internretation of them, the_.
uj :.,_

:lt.lF'owiie ,- · p~-' ·i14~:

-30· common inversion of the two, and the rebellion against inn·
posed

orde~

are

s~rikingly

similar in Byron, Shelley and

Rimbaud.

The trend of conf c.lsion and/or inversion of good and
evil does not end with Rimbaud's death in 1891 bat continues
into the Twentieth Century.

Its manifestation in Francers

ae11n Genet takes a turn that was forseeable but somewhat

out of harmony with the original propositions of Byron and
Shelley.

Though Genet's ideas parallel those of his precur-

SOX'S, the tone is much di.fferent.

that good was good and evil, evil.
held the same view though

th~y

Shelley and

JJ

•

yr on recognised

Baudelaire and Rimbaud

were confused about what was

good and what evil, and though they exhibitedda tendency to
be attracted to what they thought to be evil.

Genet deliniates

gaod and evil but thinks that it is the right, the correct
thing for him to do what he believes to be evil.

Even Rim-

b•ui tlid not choose to do evil-even in his acceptance of its
r~t.al

attraction.

Genet~ truly

seeks to do evil while accepting

the order which designates good and evil.

In doing so he seeks

ta achieve a sort of sainthood of superb;,evil; he recognises

that his antisocial beha>vior is evil and does not attempt
to call it good.

It may seem paradoxical but Genet can be

Vlewed as the most religious of the figures discussed previously.

His evil actions are,':.:inthis view, a direct attempt

-31-

to. get closer to God, as opposed to his predecessors rejection
of God as a force of evil.

To Genet evil action provides God's

mercy with a reason for absolving him42--enabling God to demonstrate the Christian belief in forgj;veness.

In this sense,

sin is performed µot just for itself but for a good result,
and thus it becomes both sin and good at the same time.

This

per·cept:i,.on of sin as go9d':!relates Genet to the English Romantic
Re~els;

but the reason it is good is not its intrinsic good-

ness but rather its final result.
As a saint, Genet reaches into the demonic not just to

£ind personal fulfilment--though that might be a final result.
Rather he he,:makes the enactment of evil a religious ritual.
One of his saintly attributes is asceticism.

Genet knows

thnt if he were to give up his pursuit of evil, he could be
accepted and gain benefit of the society that rejects ,him.
Ho~ever,

he has decided to accept what he believes himself

to be, a thief, etc., in the face of

opposition~,;from

$~~t~~,

social order.

According to

I

Jean-Paul~Genets

the

.

conception of

himself as a thief \'las the result of his childhood exper.iences.
poss~s.•

and be like others who

possessed and were good and honest.

To take only when his

As an orphan Genet stole to

foster-family gave \'las to acknowledge indebtedness and thus
di!ference.43

When he was confronted by them with his steal-

42Jean-Paul Sartrei Saint Genet, Actor and Martyr (New'.i··:::::'
York, George Brayiller, 963), tr. Bernard F'rechtman, p. 230. ··
43Ibid. , p. 15.

-32ing, it was borneupon him that in the eyes of society he was
a thief.

In his acceptance of society he had to accept his

nature as that of a thief.

Thus he came to regard himself

as ima.tely dishonest,. ttAs for the social order which excludes

him, he will do anything to perpetuate it.

Its rigor must

be perfect so that Genet can attain perfection in Evil.»44

In choosing to accept his role of a thief in society Genet,
like a saint takes on all the hardships of rejection from
society in order to act in accordance with what he believes.
~ltho~gh

Sartre might be assuming too much in looking

b~ck

to Genet's childhood for the beginnings of Genet's self-

conception, he is probably right about Genet's present .::attitude which was his starting point.
Genet's desire to live up to his self-image in full is

totally involving.

When applying for • job as a prostitute

as related in Thief's Journal, he finds:
Alas, the boss of the Criolla demanded that
I appear as a young lady.
As a young ladyt
Myself a young lad~
I"ali~ht on my hip ••••
I then reaized how hard it is :. to reach the
light by puncturing the abscess of shame.45
The fact that he sboi.tld1lappear as a woman does not bother him,

for homosexuality is an accepted part of his participation
in evil.

Rather what bothers him is the difficulty of per~

fection in his evil.

It disturbs him that he cannot success-

fully put;on the appearance of a young girl.

L

964

44Ibid., p. 55.,
)45Jean Genet, The Thief's Journal (New York, Grove Press,
t

p.

67.
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Genet's intent to achieve salvation through participation in evil links him to the Romantid Rebels.
is

th~t

The difference

the Romantic debels were attempting to fulfil them-

sa:ves t1ith sources outside of God, i.e., demonic sources--

and achieve a personal salvation.

Genet, on the other hand,

participates in the demonic not because he thinks the demonic
is a.good or creative area, not because he hopes to achieve
personal fi.llfilment, but becail.se he hopes, thereby, to attract
God.ts attention and evoke God's forgivness and achieve sal-

vation from outside himself and his evil acts.

Because of

his concern with the relation between self-deprivation of
dignity and salvation he is related also to Rimbaud who:
In order to become worthy of his virginc..l ~: . ~:t,
so 1l. • • had to touch and know and travErse all manner of filth and degradation. F'or Rimbaud, innocense lay beyond experience • • • • 46
1

Actually this passage applies as much to Genet as Rimbaud,
beca!.lse it is Genet who wants to-puncture the abcess of shame
in order to reach the light.

'
'

.....,·: '
~ ~

Genet then does not really invert good and evil or even
confuse them--rather he has a classical conception of the
values where the

demoni~

imposed order is good.

is evil, and the God-and-societyHis participation in evil practices

does not negate his belief in the natur~l order of good and
eVil.

It is merely his assumption that he is a thief (homo-

sexual, etc.) that leads him to try to live

46Fowlie, p. 107.

~p

to his role

-34whether it is e;ood or bad.

As it hapnens, the sclf-c::mception

that he trys to live up to is that of an evil man who recognises his own evil.

His rejection of the social order is

integrally linked with his acceptance of the social order.
He.>?cs:nnot be a part of the social order beca•.lse of the evil
self-conception--derived, so says

Sartr~

from the social order.

He loathes because in his confusion loathing is closer to
love

th~n

indifference.

He is forced to seek accentance,or

a.t le.il str notice from the society, even if only thro'..lgh its

rejection.

As a thief he· holds the place of a thief in society

whereas, if he did not live ap to his role he would be nothing.
Though he does evil he does it so that good can exist
opposite.

At the $3me

ti~e,

he

wo~ld

illnihilation so that his evil acts
of its moral fagade.

a~

an

defend society from

wo~ld

reflect as evil off

Byron sought good in the demonic;

Rimba'.ld p;.rticipated in what he knew to be evil iJeca.use it
held irresistible attraction for him;
mo~al

Genet accepts the

order which Byron inverted and goes a step further

by WillfullX choosing what he knows is true evil in his action.
I mention Byron as a parallel here because even in his inversion
of the order he had to accept its precept of the eXfstm:e c£ISJ. m:xx:l

and evil as did Rimbaud and as does Genet.

Genet may end up

doing many of the antisocial things that Byron, Shelley, Baude:
laire and Rimbaud advocated, but it is for an entirely differe.it

reason and because of a different ethical outlook.

-35Within the last several years the motif of inversion.of
good and evil has manefested itself in a somewhat different
area of the arts.

The ·rigures I have previously discussed

have been mostly literary figures--some of whom directed their

efforts toward dr•ma.

The artistic area I shall now explore

is that of popular music--speci£1cally that of rock
Many

groups~

groups, such as Britain's _Cream and Pro col Ha rum. ha. ve

shown awareness of the trend of the inversion motif.

How-

ever, an American group, The Doors_, is the best example of
the trend, because the inversion motif is a constantly re-

occurring theme in their music, and because they verbalize
about it outside of the discipline of music.

In a sense,

their music is literary because the lyrics tend to have
meaning that transcends the "bop-sh-bops" and "schoo-badocsn of early rock's sound-as-content music.

This does

not mean that the lyrics would holdq:> as good poetry outside

ot the context of the music:
• • • they use their electrified instruments to
invoke, with the chill of c~ld steel, weird,
eerie twangs and rwnblings that echo the doomsd•y lyrics of their. sensu•l, pri~ordal songs.47
?he

music ~nd the lyrics ~re joined into a coh~sive unit in

lihich both elements depend integrally on each other.

Actually,

Th~ Ooo:_-.~ are closely r-~1-~ted to the dr;.i..-natic arts for~they

"ultimately envision music with 'tha str~cture of p~etic
47nThe Doors-•'l'his Way to the Egress," Newsweek, LXX

{Nev. 6, 1967), p. io1.

-36dramaittt48

ln s~•ge ·performance they employ masks and props

to further demonstrate the subject matter of the song.

Al-

though the existence of a rock group is baseJ on financial
success, as is true in most areas of the arts, certain groups
have shown a tendency to reg&rd themselves seriously as artist~

It is in this.

and regard their music as serious art.

context that we view ".i?he

Door~

as followers and propounders

of the demonic school in the inversion of good and evil."
The Doors consist of John Densmore (drums), Robby Krieger (guitar}, Ray Manzarek (keyboards) and Jim Morrison (vocals}.

However, the ideology of the

gro~p

is the brainchild

of Manzarek, the spokesman for the grollp, and Morrison, who

writes most of the lyrics.
line by William Blake~

1be name The
comes from a
". Doors
'

,.

"the doors of perception.n49

Ma.nzarek

aays:

There are things you know about and things yo1.1 ':.
don't, the knol"m and the unknown, and in bct\-1een are

the doors--that's us. We're saying that you're not
only spirit, yo~' re also this very sensuo~s being.
That's not evil, ~hat's u really be~utiful thing,
Hell ~ppears so m~ch more fnecinating th~n heaven.
You have to"breuk on th.rough t.o the other side'' to
become ·the whole being. 'O
'
Th~y

combine the role of musician with the role of advocate

for the demoni~--urging the individual to s~arch deep within

himself for so~rces of solf-fulfilrnont.

As ~dv~cates for the

48nsl':i1;:.,.:.i.r.g i~v the l-ioon, 0 ~, A.C {Nov. 24, 1967), P• 106~:

49w;acked

l.io

the Doors,"~. LXIV (April 12, 1968) p~

50
'
_. Newsweek,
p. 161.

-37demoni:: they take on a dual aspect--first that of priests or
preachers:
They come out on staee not to entertain but
to preach, with all the distain and cold fury of
a revivalist preacher confronting an audience wallowing in sin. • • • Jim :•forrison. • • grinds out
his songs with gyrating hips and a flat fi1ll-

bodied ang:.iished voice that substitutes orgasmic
crys for hallelujahs.51
·

Morrison reinforces this interpretation of their role in saying, "I feel spiritual up there.n52

The ~ec~nd~&spect is,

as in Shelley, that of political agitators.

We can observe

this aspect clearly in ''Five to One" from their third album,

WaitinE,? for the Sun.

The song urges open revolution of the

·young against the old and against the established order •
.t'florrison again condenses the concept into the smallest possible space:

"Think of us as erotic politicians.«53

Their

subject matter then is passion on a physical and metaphysical
'

plane.

Their message is to be directed by the passions and

by the deepest, demonic inner being.
The Doors are very

m~ch

like Pyron in their advocacy

of demonic sens·1ality as a means of self-realizatbn:

Our music has to do with operating in the dark areas
within yourself. A lot of people ar~ operating on
the love trip, a~d that's nice, but there are two sides
to this thing. Lherets a black, evil side as well
as a white, love side. What we're trying to do is come
to grips i-dth that and realize it. Sensual is the
word that best £its it.54
5l-53Newsweck, p. 101.

54Li£e, p. 90.

-38In ttThe Crystal Ship," a song which romanticises drugs, sex
and other standards of rebellion, there is a line which sums
up much of the thinking behind the demonic inversion of good
"'

and evil:

"In sin we'll meet aga.in--we'll meet again."54

Notice first that the emphasis lies on the line "we'll meet
again" Vjhich is repeated.

Through sin the individual comes

to a place of meeting--yet there is only one part sin to two
. parts meeting--showing that the important ele:'Jent is not
the sin itsolf,but rather the good effect that is
which is important.
good end.

- achieved

Sin is only the necessary means to the

Second, but just as

· of the word "meeting."

import~nt,

is the dual meaning

On one level it ·1s the meeting of

man and woman in a sexual encounter; on another level it is
the meeting of the self with. the inner psychologicnl being
· that one achieves by participation in sin.
The awareness of a psychological area identified by The
Doo~s

with the demonic areas is a somewhat recent development.

Surely Byron and

~helley

had some a\'/areness of an inner soarce

for their rebellio-ls 1 demonic actions.

However, they stressed

the overt demonic action of the consciousness.

Cain is aware

of his evil rebellion but he does not deliniate two areas of
personality of which one (the subconscious mind) directs the
oth~r

(the

conscio~s

mind) to perform its demonic will.

His

rebellion is always viewed in terms of his conscious mind.
54The Doors, "The Crystal Ship," in The Doors(New York,
Electra H.ocords, EKS-74007).

-]9Baddelatre, born tO:?aarly to have been affected by
Freud, explored the areas of the mind

b~t

Si~mund

still drew no boun-

Rimbaud, who lived in the same period as Freud.

daries.

came closest to establishing the demonic areo within the re- .
cegse~

of the mind; but in his confused0?erce?tion of evil

pervDding all things failed to establish a focal point or
source for demonic behavior.

!t is 'L'he Doors, with the

availability of the work of Freud and Carl

J~ng,

who are

first to locate consciously the source cf demonic inclination
within the area called the subconscious mind.

The Doors say

they are trying to open the doors to the inner recesses of
the mind.

Northrup Frye states that:

• • • a deficiency in contemporary education often
complained of, the disappearance of a common cultural
gro'.lnd which makes a modern poet's allusions to the
tiible or Classical mythology fall with less weight
than they should, has much to do with the decline in
the explicit use of archetypes.55
Altho·.igh people are no longer as much aware of Biblic<.<l and
Classic~l

archetypes, they have a greater

psychological theory.
archetypes such as

com~an

knowledge of

'fhoJ.gh The Doors include Classical

s~rpents

(made good

o~ ~t

least attractive),

the framework of their mJ.sic is psychologically based.

Thus

they Ilse psychological archetypes, "~hich are better kno\m today than Classical archetypes.

"The End" 56 is a series of

psychological images apparently based aroand a Freudian Oedipal situation.

In "Yes, the River .teno\-1s" The Doors say:

55Frye, p. 101.
, 561'he Doors, rtThe End " in

~lectra Records, EKS-74007~•

'T:"bc;.. po~ ~:<0

>.i;;

(New York,
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~a~delatre,

born tO?early to have been affected by Sigmund

Freud, explored the areas of the mind but still drew no boundaries.

Rimbaud, who lived in the same period as Freud,

came closest to establishing the demonic areo within the re-

cessee of the mind; but in his

confused~?erception

of evil

perv;:;ding all things failed to establish a focal -point or
source for demonic behavior.

!t is 'L'he Doors, with the

availability of the ·work of Freud and Carl J:.mg, who are
first to locate consciously the source cf demonic inclination
within the

ar~a

called the

s~bconscious

mind.

The Doors say

they are trying to open the doors to the inner recesses of
the mind.

Northrup Frye states that:

• • • a deficiency in contemporary education often
complained of, the disaotearance of a common cultural
gro'.lnd which makes a modem poet's allusions to the
bible or Classical mythology fall with less weight

than they should, has much to do with the decline in
the explicit use of archetypes.55
Altho~gh

Classic~l

people are no longer as much aware of Biblic2l and
archetypes, they have a greater

psychological theory.
archetypes such as

com~~n

knowledge of

'rho"1gh The Doors include Classical

s~rpents

(made good

G~

Qt least attractive),

the framework of their m'lsic is psychologically based.

Thus

they ase psychological archetypes, which are better kno\'m to-

day than Classical archetypes.

"The End" 56 is a series of

psychological images apparently based
pal situation.

aro~nd

a Freudian Oedi-

In "Yes, the River t.not1s" The Doors say:

55Frye 1 p. 101.
56"'h
c-l
.1. e noors, "Th e En a t " in
~ eatra Records, EKS-74007J•

·r·•

o

·· -,· (New York,

~-n¢.,O~~,;

,,_i.i

-40Free-fall flow river flc~
On and on it goes.
Bre~th under water til the end. • • •
Please believe me.
The river told me,

Wants you to hold me • • • • 57
In' this case the river represents the subconscious--even a

so.rt of Jungian collective unconscious which flows through

the individual and affects his conduct.
river advocates physical sensuality.

Notice that the

'i'he Doors then regard

the demonic as a part of the subconscious 1nind and a natural
part of the personality which needs expression.

\11'hen

Mor-

riaon s&ys, '.'Wg' re trying to break through to a plearrer, purer
realm, •158m means "purer'' in the sense of more real and more

honest.

Thus, like Byron and Shelley, he regards the demonic

areas as a so•lrce of good rather than the evil that is convent'ionally. assigned to it.

Like Rimbaud and Baudelaire, The Doors confuse attractive
and repulsive images:
Some outlaws lived by the side of a lake
The minister's dauehter's in love with th€ snake
Hho lives in a well by the side of ~he road
i'lQ.ke up a eirlt We' re almost home59
The lake, or water--a symbol for creativity an.1 rebirth and
fertility--is joined with the anti-social element of outlaws,
as might Byron link the two. ,;,fore Baudelairean is the ministe~s

daughter's attraction for, the snake.

the minister' a da~ghter would be seen
and purity;

-

in

Conventionally,

the light of virtue

here, sre is at.tracte<l to both the symbol of

,571'he Doors·,. "Yes; the'.River.lfnows,n in \·Jaiting for the

Sun (New York, Electra Records, EKS--74024).
58Newsweek,p. 101.

59nN'ot to Touch the Earth,'' in Waiting for the Sun.

-41wot·ldly t~:nptation and

€.

grt:.phic ppallic symbol~~.··.tr.±kc B2-ude-

lair·s e:.nd Ri:nba.:.id, The Doors express the fatal attraction of
But they go the step furth~r which brings them back in~

evil.

the domEdn of Byron e.nd Shelley.
whict,

dS

a source of

~~ter~

sn&ke lives in a viell •

The

links the snake with creativity
•.

and fertility.

ThJ.s, the daughter l:y her attraction

will attain the goad end of personal

de~ls

tion of demonic power and the anguish of its

"evil"

Still, the

f~lfilment.

song as a whole is Baudelairean, for it

f~r

with the attracintensity--ev~n

in its purifyinJ aspect.
The quote as given is copied from

sleeve.

t~e albu~

In

tha song itself :.forrison sings, "We' re al:nost std>med," instead
of, "He' re c:.l~ost horae."

"Stoned;' of course, is

<.i.

term indi-

eating an advanced degree of involvE.Hnent in a drug ex?erience.

If '.::he fi'Jors had \<Jritten "stoned" en the album cover, the song
would have been banned by many radio stations.

A si:nilar re-

fei:tence is fo•.lnd in uit'wentieth Century Fox" where the "foxtt or
gil"l is 3aid to have "the \\'Orld locked up inside a pla.stic

box. n60 · A plas_tic box is· often used to hol J ·nurajuana and
1

is refcred to as a ''pot-holder."

This C'.)ilcern with· dru.ge is

evidence of The Doors' advocacy of participation in the intern;.:.l, psychological (demonic) world of the individual!s

mind.

There is a world to be fo~nd internally that is just as
60n·rwenticth Cent..iry Fox," in The Doors.

-42val~able

as the external world.

we find in much

~f

like the

Clcssi~.

Qllusions

literature, the references to C!.l.rre'>nt c·.ll-

tur3l trends: .z.lso serve the pt:..rpose of enriching tho work
with u previously enco'.lntered point of reference.

They sGrve

the purpose ·in:the same way that psychological archetypes

f:mction in replacing
P8~ha.ps

Cl~ssical

archetypes.

o-.rere~phnsized

I have

the lack of E'lassica.l

archetype$ in the :n.1sic o.f The Doors th.J.,1.:h;

the

!'llore obvi.)US

ones.

than his lover.61

they do use

In "My Wild Levett the devil is wiser

In ttj,'hen the 1hsic' s Over, tr IJtonison sings,

"Cancel my s~bscription to the ~esurrection.~62
carncntures Jf angels to
of goJd.63

sho~

The-.r
·1se
J
..

their disresnect for the forces

The imngos, the archotyoes are inverted, of course,

as Byron or Shelley would have

~ade

c:isscd tho invcrsiQn ·).f the serpent

them.

t have already dis-

archety~e.

emphasis is still on the use of psychological

The Doors'
archcty~es

rather

than "'l~ss2.c<:l archetypes; this em~hl!S.s perhaps rel~:tes to

the locution of ~he de~onic area in the psychological area
of the s:ibc :)nsci.ous ;nind.

The Doors demonstr.:>te other dcnonic, rcbelliocis traits
such as the desire for ind i vid:.wl freedom. · Freedom, tho;.lgh,

must be raid for {as Byron's Dnd Shelley's heres pcid) by
a sort of BJ\l\cic.\Airf;ln

despc1~;,~tion:

·6r;.My \·a1a Lov'e, ,;~ ·1~ Watt in~·: for the s~n.
6 2The Doors,

"hhe~- ~~:-Music's

Yqrk, Electra Reccrds, EKS-74014).
6

3n~D

Gould be

50

Over,"

in

Strange

D~ys

(New

Good Together,n in Waiting for the sun.

-l;.3-

Gun rou pict,ffC i.·hnt will be?
So limitl8ss and free,

gr

Desperately in need
s~1e strnnser's hand
In a despera·te land. 4 .
·

'I'he freeclom is, na.ti.lri..:i.lly, freedom from the restraining forces,
such as that of society.
l"~hich

In "The Unknovin Soldier, rt a recording

depicts the tyranny of society "·hich forces the indivi-

du~J. to be a soldier and even give up his life for it.8.5 The

song is a good example of the conception of
drama.

'l'here is the alldial performance of

serted into the context of the song.

m~sic

~

as a poetic

firing squad in-

The inference is that

a soldier killed in battle is a person wh':) \•:as put before a
firing squad as certainly as anyone

wh~

was convicted by a

military court--yet the person has not been convicted.and is

innocent of the crime.

The song ends with the line, ttits

all over--the vJar is over, n repeated again and again to the

sound ·:if crowds (society) cheering.

\;e are to compare the

jubilation \·;ith the fact chat it does not cancel the death

of the soldier.

Anti-soc~al

freedoil is shown .:.gain in more

apolitical circi.l.nstances in uB~ck Door Man. r166

\

Here, the social-

ly accepted convention of marriage is held in contempt, wbile'

the back door lover is rom.initcized in his s·e.xuallty, in hi&
contempt and in his power over the wives of other men.
The· desire .for freedom includes the freedoal to express

64"The End," in.The Doors.
65 11 'rhc

Unknown Soldier, u in Waiting for the 5-:..i~.

66,'Dack Door Man," in The Doors.

-44t.ne passions.

One of ft'he Doors gre&:.test concerns is society's

inhibitlrttg ppwer in this E.rea:
our p0;;.ssions .with joy. u6?

"They' re going to destroy

Not only is loathing for c~'.nDlex

society's power over the individual's pass{ons sho~n, but
the very idecls. of that society are questioned.

which

b~ses

its idecils on the

~bsolute

A society

good circumstances

beyond the physical univer.5e; is:.apt.:to idealize such concepts

as passionless joy, which we might find in the heaven of our
Pur,itan fore.fathers.

The Doors, in the demonic tradition,

negate the value of heaven_ly virtues .and affirm the passions
of the physical being,
~ould

r.eject~n

choose joy over passion.

·g. . the values of society that
Freedo~

must be total for

the Homnntic Hebel, which The Doors ..1re as much ac Byron or

Shelley.
The Doers eY.hibit all the

tr~s

of the Rori::nti.c R.ebels

who seek into the world of the demonic to ~chieve uerson~l

fulfil,nent:
• • • The Doors d~acribe and subscribe to chaos,
to a world of ulienation ·where night is preferred to day, to o;i_ H&llO\-.een world where d;;rkest
humc:in imi;..ulses ~re welc~1med into consciousness.
"'v11;a.t they deplore • • • is a.nythine th~t intorfer~s
with i.1.bsolute personal freedom. t.nd \':hat they advise
• •• is to bre~k the rules, taste the forbicden fruit,
usually in a frankly sexual encounter.68 .

Y.et, they have been. iQ.ffected by the French Demonic School

for they recognise that their evil actions are truly evil in
many senses.

Still they •re closer ideologically to the

English ·i.om-.ntic rtebelsl for they hope to arrivel.ultimately

at a b-sic•lly good situation.
67 "Strange D~ys," in Strange Days
68 Newsweek, p. 101.

-45Northrup Frye tells us thats
• • • there is undisplaced myth, gener~lly concerned
with gods or demons, and which takes the form or two

cont;r.r.sting worlds of tot•l metaphorical identification,
one desireable ~nrt the other· undesireable. Theee
worlds are oft~n, .identified with the existential

heavens and hells of the religions con~empor•ry with
euch.liter.ii.tUre. These two for.us of mf'o?t;phorical

orc_:;'1nization we c~ll the ~pocalyptic and the demonic

respectivcly.69

And this deliniation
tur~l heri~~~e

or

he<ii:.vens and hells is pirt ef the cul-

common to all the. figures here discuesed.

Frye

\ldds, ho\'iever, that:
Sy:nbols of heaven. • • tend to become associated with

~he 1naccessable sky. and the central idea of inscrtlt•
able fate or external neceesity. ihe machinery of fate

is admlnist,.red by .. set or t'emote invisible gods,

whose !"rt!E<do:n •nd ple.r.sure are ironic because.they
exclude man, and ~ho intervene in human affairs chiefly
to safeg·.a.rd t.hcir 01cn ~rog~tives. 'l'hey de:n-.nd sacrifices, punish presu.mption, ~nd enforce obedience to n•tureil -~and: mor.._l law, as ~n end in itself. Here we are. • •
trying to isolate the sense of human remoteness QOd futility in relation to the divine order which is only
one element among othcro in most tragic visions of life,
tbo~gh an essential element in all.
In l•ter ages poets
become m~ch more o~t&poken about thia view of divinity:
Blake' a Nobodacidy, Shelley's Jupiter, S~inb:.imet s

"supremo evil,
~r-\.lte

uod,ff

H•rdy's befuddled

and blackgaai-d" are •~•mples. 70

Wil~ ~nd H~usman•s

Here ia suggested the re•son ~hy the Sat•nic School has chosen
to invert the •ccepted order of heaven
as invisible and rcmota figQres

~ho

~nd

hell.

The gods,

exclude man from their

pr1~iledgea, give man a feeling of hostility, which ca~ses

man to reject the whole order of the gods and all th•t st.ands

tor it.

The rejection involves a swing

69Frye, 139'.
70Frye, 147.

or

the pendulum to the

otber·extreroe--embr-.cing the demonic order as opposite of all
the individual £inds abhorent in the

he~venly

order.

Even

to the person who intellectually rejects the existence o.f
demonic and he{ilvcnly orders, the u.se
cal

or it.he

two as metaphori-

of ·worldly sta.tea is valu•ble.

represont~tives

If he

ot society over the individual, then
a Uyr•nnical heQv~i.y order persecuting aCh individual is a
good representative tor society. The man who rejects the

objocts to the

po\~er

heavenly power heroically to seek into the

sY11bol for the

individu~l

de~onic

is a good

who revolts ag•inst society.

Usually

rebellion •t;ainst God and •gainat society go hand. in hand,
and it is d1f!1calt t.o say \>then a chitraeter stops being truly

in rebellion against God and becomes a symbol for the individual in re't>,ellion against society.
no~

The hedvenly order does

symbolize only society b~t symbolizes ~nything th•t has be~~

generally
rejects

~s

~cccpted

as good •. but which the

confining.

rebel to reject much of

individ~al

(artist)

It is characterintic thour)l of the
wha~ so~ie~y

accepts.

With the ex-

ception of Je•m Genet, the artists represented here have done

exactly this.
All lived their beliefs in their personal lives.

Byron

expressed his pasidons in his violent temper •nd in his sex

lite._
s~al

Shelley, too, lived life as he proposed.

Not as sen-

•s Dyron. less pQssionate, Shelley w~s more a m~n

1de4.s t.htJl a

mQ.Il

of action.

or

His Prometheus is an intellect

rather than a being of mort•l p~ssion and thue ~~a SheLley,

-47wh• generally confined his overt actions to intellectual interplay with a small gro:.ip of friends.

Baudel.iire, with his em-

phllt>is on t.he internal world, involved himself in the mind

world of drugs.

H.lmb.. ud's violence expressed it.self in spon-

tiineo·..is outbunts.

Genet, though his clt.isn lcal conception Gf

good and evil is a bit out of place, was most thorough (and

un-iousseauvian) in his se•rch
inely evil

aelf-degrad•tion

ro~

to perform.· The Doors take clementG from

~ctiona

all the r!preeentat1ves o.r the demonic school.

They preach

Byron•s pansion •nQ Shelley's intellectual rebellion.
demonstr1tte Rimbaudian violence:
st~nds

ence, throws mike

or

drug experience.

express a

co~mon

Morrison

sr~its

They

at the audi-

off the otaee and is often carried

offforcibly by the police.
world

genu-

~nd

They also pursue D•udol•ire•n mind
All the Sefirchers into the demonic

disrespect for form and desire to act according

to the mood rather tha.n out of rehearsed responses.

'fhere. is

alsa a .:enor•l emph•ois on the demonic aret.ts as a source of
creativity.

'l'he move:nent is characterized by the

de:.~ire

to

depend on the self rat.her than on society or God, both of 't;hom
demand unreasonable pe;.yment for their services.
The f•ct th•t The Doors co:ne closest to Dyron' f~ ideology

is indicative tht.tt \tie •re in rtno~her Byronic agl!!.
and 1.'he

Doors'.

actl•ity:

h~pe

Byron to

Both Byron

to re•p personal benefit from their demonic
f~lfil

his most

b~sic

needs, and The Doors

to achieve t~e ~1me goal by creating an."oloctric wedd1ngn71

7lr1me
_, 106

.

~

et experience Qnd self-cxpress1en.

The current colloquialiems

et "do yo..i.r own thing" and "itls his bt&g" express the popul4'r
belief in the intrinsic value of the individual and his right
te differ from society· which· can be tra.ced bG1ck to RouaefHtU

'l'he descent into the demonic• as

in the Ejg:.heenth Century.

a

br~nch

or

this movement is jllst now coming into co:11mon pub-

lic aw•reness.

In .the Twenties, an era which has been refered

to aa an age of "infant Byronism," and an era often

eomp~red

to the Sixties. this eentary first. saw the growth in the freedom
allowed to the individual in his persone:}l behavior.

However,;~

the. Sixties- ha.ve,:been ·a illore · serious. er:... · Its slogans,. such: 1

as "Make love, not wa:;tt approach the idealism

war

slog~ns,

Sf.lch as t'the war to end war" and

world 5afe for

d~mocr~cy."

ot the pre-Twentm
~to

make tne

The Sixties h•ve been years of

introspection ar.-1 serious questions about tho miture v.nd function

or

man,as opposed to the

!r1voli~y

of the Twenties.

Into

thia atmosphere the school of ~he Jemonic has broken with its
ready answers.

Whereas in the early Sixties people we're

t~lK.

ir.g about individu-l freedom, tod'Y we see handreds of people
attempting to

demons~r~~o

their

freedo~

and right to dissent in

rebellious action, such as campus and city protest and riot.
These actions by.groups can be seen ~s reactions to the pro-

P••itiona set forth by the Jernonic 5chool -which aur.;gest that
th• individu•l assert himself--to do the forbldden.

However,

tho.>.gh the gro\.lps are made up of individuals. th.) function
Of a large gro:..tp Of people in rebellion is ~OVe.N\e,:c.l.
by mob ~ent•lity.

;t'V\O";>t'

oifle;Yl

Therefore, tod~y's protestors, ~hilo affected

-494~monic 5ch~ol,

by the ide-s of the
which sho~ld

gro:..ip.

be

are. not following the precepts

speaking to the individual rather th~n to the

It no.doubt sh•ll be interesting to see how literary

trends affect and are affected by current events in the future.
The development of"' m.i.ss media, and the mevement into
these •reas by serious artists who represent legitim-te liter-

ary movemer:.ts

sh~uld

result in the popularization of ideas
0

h\)'

which were accessible before~to limited groui:a--accessible now
in the sense

er

popul•rized; not that'the

avail~ble before, but

materi~l

was un-

that.in its raw,fonn it could not be

digested by the average person. 72

As for the ~tanic\; ..Sthool,

it is probabl~ destined to lose popularity in a reactive
Victori~n

th$ugh are

period.

The chances of its disappearing altogether

rel~tively

small, because hell is always likely to

"appear so.: much more fascinating th;m heaven."

Thus

it

Pr9.t"

~ably. always \.dll demand a following in both the literary world·

and in· the world of man•s interactions.

12we can observe this popularization of formerly ina ccessable ideas in the advertising industry. Advertising
'is for the most part very "est•blishment." The use of

"mind expanding' CI"'llgS is considered to be ttanti-establishment.11
However, the trend in advertising today is ~o simulate th&
drug experience in the •dvortieement. The idea of the use
of drugs which is unaccept•li! to a gre•t many people has

taken the form

or

ian -.cceptable sublimation.

tising~ use of phrases like "it t..lrns you on. n

Notice adver-
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